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Summary
In order to improve decision making about herbicide dose in wheat

crops infested with wild oats we modelled the 'multi-period effects

and uncertainties in crop yield, weed density and herbicide

efficacy. This was achieved by combining stochastic dynamic

programming with a bio- economic model and an empirically estimated

herbicide dose response function. Optimal decision rules were

derived by considering the effect of current decisions on the seed

bank size and hence on future infestations. The dynamically optimal

results maintained a lower steady-state weed population and higher

economic returns compared with the single - period solution. From

this we conclude that a long term approach to the control of wild

oats is biologically and economically superior.

Introduction
Wild oats impose a considerable economic burden on the Australian

wheat industry; conservatively estimated at $42 million per year

(2). One way to reduce this cost is to improve herbicide spraying

decisions which are made somewhat arbitrarily since advisers and

farmers are not able to adequately integrate dynamic and stochastic

characteristics of the crop- weed herbicide system.
The purpose in this paper is to present a systems model for

herbicide dose recommendations taking into account multi period

effects (such as seed carry over) of current weed control decisions

and stochastic influences (eg. uncertainty in herbicide efficacy and

weed -free yield). This was done in the context of wild oats (Avena

fatua) in a continuous wheat cropping system in southern Australia.

Bio- economic simulation model
A bio- economic model was developed to trace the effect of weed

control decisions on both current and future profits by taking into

account uncertainties in the performance of herbicide and crop

yields. The overall model is comprised of submodels for weed

population dynamics, yield response to weeds, weed kill function,

weed -free yield of crop, and climatic and economic factors.
A life cycle model of wild oats developed by Medd and Ridings

(3) was used for predicting seedling recruitment, plant survival,

seed production and seed survival. Emerging seedlings were

classified into three cohorts. Those emerging before sowing

belonged to the first cohort. The second cohort encompassed plants

emerging after sowing but before a post- emergence herbicide (in this

case diclofop- methyl) would normally be applied. The third cohort

consisted of plants which emerged after the application of the post

emergence herbicide.
Second cohort seedlings were thus the only ones subjected to

herbicide treatment. First cohort seedlings were assumed to be

killed by seedbed preparation and sowing operations and third cohort

seedlings emerged too late to be treated with herbicides.
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Estimates of the yield loss due to wild oats derived by Martin
et al. (1) were used in conjunction with estimates of weed free
wheat yield predicted by using a wheat growth simulation model to
obtain the magnitude of yield loss at a given infestation level.

A dose response function relating the quantity of herbicide
applied to the proportion of weeds killed was empirically estimated.
The efficacy of herbicide depended on soil moisture content at the
time of spraying and whether or not wetting agent had been added. A
logit form of the dose response function was used and all parameters
were found to be statistically significant at the 5% level.

Dynamic programming model
Dynamic programming is a computationally efficient method of solving
multi period decision problems. If farmers implement weed control
so as to maximise their total profit (discounted) over many years,
dynamic programming can be applied to obtain optimal degree of weed
control in each year in the planning horizon. The optimal decision
is conditional on the state of the system which is described by
state variables. The solution of dynamic programming in the present
context yields optimal herbicide dose as a function of some measure
of weed infestation. The solution may be deterministic or
stochastic depending upon whether or not uncertainty is represented
in the model. Detailed specifications of the dynamic programming
model and justification are provided by Pandey and Medd (4).

Results and Discussion
The optimal multi- period deterministic decision rule shows that
herbicide dose increases, but at a diminishing rate, as weeds become
more dense (Figure 1). The decision rule is seen as a straightforward tool which would enable advisers to make betterrecommendations. A notable consequence of the herbicide dose being
dependent on weed density is that savings are possible since lower
dose rates can be applied to less dense infestations.

Time traces of weed density when optimal single and multi
period decisions are applied are shown in Figure 2. These traces
were derived for initial seed densities of 100 and 5000 seeds m2.
The weed density corresponding to the approximate steady -state in
the case of multi- period was around 3 plants m2 compared with 40
plants m-2 in the single period case. Thus, by using the multi -
period framework for decision making, the wild oat population can be
kept at a substantially lower level.

The cumulative gain in present value of profit (i.e. discounted
profit) when the multi - period, instead of single period decision
rule is applied repeatedly, is shown in Figure 3. These results
demonstrate that the profits are higher under multi - period
optimisation and the gain over the single period solution increases
over time, more so at the lower initial seed density. Thus, in thecase of wild oats, substantial gains can be realised in future
periods by reducing the weed burden early in the planning horizon
even if current gains from such actions might be negative.

Results obtained from the stochastic model, with uncertain
herbicide efficacy and weed free yield, are presented in Figure 4.
In the multi- period solution the optimal herbicide dose for a given
weed density decreases with an increase in the seed bank. This is
realistic since it is expected that the seed bank would change more
readily by varying herbicide dose when the seed bank is small tostart with. When the seed bank is very large, the multi - period
solution approaches that of the single period.



Figure 1. Optimal deterministic multi
period decision rule.
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Figure 3. Cumulative differences in

present values between multi- and single
period solutions for initial densities of 100
-E- and 5000 -o- seeds M-2.
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Figure 2. Time traces of weed density for
multi period for initial densities of 100
- * -, 5000 -E- seeds m-2; single period
for initial densities of 100 - -, 5000 --
seeds m-2.
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Figure 4. Optimal single period *- and
multi - period for densities of 500 - -,
3000 -a- and 5000 -I- seeds m-2.
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